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There has been much interest lately in the problem of counting generators 
of ideals in Noetherian rings. This paper is motivated by a study of the 
question of the existence of a bound for the number of generators of certain 
ideals in a Noetherian ring. A related question is the existence of a bound for 
the multiplicities of the localizations of a Noetherian ring at its maximal 
ideals. We present here some results on bounding multiplicities with 
applications to the problem of bounding generators. 
We will say that a ring A is bounded if there is a bound for the number of 
generators of all ideals, and that A is prime bounded if there is a bound for the 
number of generators of all prime ideals. A Noetherian ring A will be called 
multiplicity bounded if there is a bound for the multiplicities of the localizations 
of A at its maximal ideals. 
We first briefly summarize the known results regarding bounded and prime 
bounded rings. It is well known that a bounded ring has dimension at most 
one and, conversely, that a semilocal ring of dimension at most one is bounded 
(cf. [2], [4]; zero divisors were added later). There are examples in the litera- 
ture [4], [5], [16] of one dimensional unbounded Noetherian rings. In [16] 
it is proved that two dimensional local rings are prime bounded. Kaplansky has 
conjectured that prime bounded rings are at most two dimensional. In support 
of this conjecture are Macaulay’s famous examples [9] and the recent examples 
of Moh [l l] showing that, for certain fields k, and X, Y, 2 indeterminates, 
the rings k[X, Y, Z] and K[[X, Y, Z]] are not prime bounded. 
Two results, one due to Abhyankar [I], the other to Rees [14], show a 
relationship between multiplicity and numbers of generators for certain 
ideals in a local ring. In this paper we use multiplicity theory to obtain 
information about bounding generators. Some of the results on multiplicity 
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are for Noetherian rings of arbitrary dimension. However, the information 
obtained about bounding generators is strictly one and two dimensional. In 
Section 2 of this paper we study the behavior of multiplicity under a flat local 
homomorphism. One corollary is that A[X], for X an indeterminate, is 
prime bounded, if A is a bounded ring. In Section 3 we investigate the 
behavior of multiplicity under a finite extension, and then show that two 
dimensional excellent rings are prime bounded. In Section 4 we note that 
multiplicity does not increase under any ring extension of a one dimensional 
Noetherian domain inside its quotient field. This is a generalization of the 
well known fact that an overring of a Dedekind domain is Dedekind, and 
shows that a bounded domain remains bounded under any extension inside 
its quotient field. 
I wish to express my thanks to W. Vasconcelos for many stimulating and 
enlightening conversations regarding this material. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We fix our notation. All rings are commutative with one. The term “local” 
includes Noetherian. If  A is a Noetherian ring, X(B) denotes the length of an 
A-module B, v(1) denotes the minimal number of generators of an ideal I and, 
if 1 has dimension zero, p(I) denotes the multiplicity of I. I f  A is local, p(A) 
denotes the multiplicity of the maximal ideal of A. If  A is a Noetherian ring, 
we denote by p(A) the supremum of p(A,) where M ranges over all maximal 
ideals of A. 
We now give, for future use, two applications of theorems of Rees [14] and 
Abhyankar [l] that relate multiplicity and numbers of generators in a local 
ring. 
LEMMA 1.1. A one dimensional Noetherian ring is bounded if and only ;f  
it is multiplicity bounded. 
Proof. That a bounded ring is multiplicity bounded is clear. To prove the 
converse we use the fact, proved in [16], that the number of generators of 
ideals in a one dimensional local ring B is bounded by a positive integer n 
that depends only upon p(B) and the number of generators of powers of the 
nilradical of B; specifically n = p(B) I$:: (1 -t n(Nj)), where N is the 
nilradical of B and t is the exponent of N, i.e., the smallest integer i such that 
Ni = (0). Suppose that A is a one dimensional multiplicity bounded ring, 
say p(A) ,< m. By the remark above, A is locally bounded by 
t-1 
m JJ (1 + z(Nj)), 
j=l 
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where N is the nilradical of A and t is the exponent of iV. An application 
of the Forster-Swan theorem [18] yields a global bound. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let A be a two dimensional multiplicity bounded Macaulay 
ring. Then A is prime bounded. 
Proof. Assume that p(A) < m, with m > 1. By Rees’ theorem 1141, the 
number of generators of height one primes is bounded locally by nz and, 
therefore, globally by m + 1. The number of generators of height two primes 
is, by Abhyankar’s theorem [I], bounded locally (and, therefore, globally) by 
m+ 1. 
The hypothesis in Lemma 1.2 that A is Macaulay is essential. To construct 
an example of a two dimensional multiplicity bounded Noetherian ring 
that is not prime bounded one can paste together Abhyankar’s examples in 
[I] using Hochster’s method in [7]. Specifically, let K be an algebraically 
closed field and let X, , Yi, for i > 0, be intederminates over K. Let 
Ti = K[Xi > J%z,~~, and take Zi an element in an overfield of quotient field 
of Ti such that Zi2 E Ti and Zi $ T, . Let 
R, 1 T,[Z,Xii, ZiX;-lZ’f ,..., ZiXiYf-l, ZiYi] 
Then R = Rsr, where 
and R’ = @ Xi 
S = R’ - u (Xi , Xi , ZiX;, Z,X:-‘Y, ,..., ZiY;) R’, 
has the required properties. 
On the other hand, there are two dimensional Macaulay prime bounded 
rings that are not multiplicity bounded. To obtain such an example let 
Ri z K[X, , yi , &]/ZfiPi+~+~ - XT; - YjQ+l, where K is an algebraically 
closed field, Xi , Yi , Zi are indeterminates, and pi is the ith prime number. 
Then R’ = @ Ri is a unique factorization domain (UFD). For it is sufficient 
to show that R, @ ... @) Rj is a UFD and that irreducible elements in 
R, @ ... @ Rj remain irreducible in R, @ ... @ Rj+l . That the first state- 
ment follows from a result of Samuel [17] was shown to me by M. P. Murthy; 
the second statement follows from the fact that ZntPi+l+l - XG - YPc+l is 
an irreducible element in A[X, Y, Z] for any domain A. Let R = Rs’, where 
S = R’ - u,(Xi, Yi , ZJR’. Then R is a prime bounded, pseudo-geometric 
UFD with unbounded multiplicity. 
2. FLAT EXTENSIONS 
We investigate the behavior of multiplicity under a flat local homo- 
morphism. It follows immediately from [I3 (19.1)] that if (A, M) + (B, IV) 
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is a flat local homomorphism of local rings of the same dimension and if I is 
an M-primary ideal, then p(IB) = ~(1) h(B/MB). In particular, p(B) < 
p(A) X(B/MB). The following theorem is an extension of this result. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (A, M) + (B, N) be a flat local homomorphism of local 
rings. Then p(B) < p(A) p(B/MB). 
Proof. Let dim A = d and dim B/MB = s. We may assume s > 0. We 
may also assume that A/M is an infinite field. Then [21] there are elements 
x1 ,..., xd in M such that ~((xr ,..., @A) = p(A) and there are elements 
Yl ,..-, ys in N such that ~(7~ ,..., rs) = p(B/MB), where ri denotes the 
residue of yi mod MB. (We do not exclude the possibility that d = 0, in 
which case we take the element 0 in M.) Now dim B = d + s [lo, p. 791 and 
the elements xi ,..., xd, yi ,. .., ys form a system of parameters for B. (For if 
M’ C (xl ,..., x&A and (N/MB)t C ( yl ,..., y,)B/MB then Nrt C (x1 ,..., xd , 
YI >...> YJB-) 
Let PI ,..., P, be the prime ideals of B minimal over MB having the 
property that dim Pi = s. (By [lo, p. 791 all Pi minimal over MB have 
height d.) Let I = (xi ,..., xd , yi ,..., y,)B. Then, by the associativity formula 
[13 (24.7)], ~(1) = Cy=, ~(1 + Pi/Pi) ~((xi ,..., x,J BP&). By the additivity 
formula [I3 (23.5)], 
- - ,...>?Y,) + Pi/Pi) WIMB)q), 
where pi = PJMB. Since iz + Bpi is a flat local homomorphism of local 
rings of the same dimension, 
Thus, 
~(4 = 5 PL((Y~ ,.->YJ + Pi/Pi! PL(MBPJ 
i=l 
= p(A) * p(B/MB). 
Hence, CL(B) < ~(4 P(B/MW 
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COROLLARY 2.2.l (i) Let A be an Artin ring and X an indeterminate. 
Then A[X] and A[[X]] are bounded. 
(ii) Let A be a bounded ring and X an indeterminate. Then A[X] and 
A[[X]] are prime bounded. 
Proof. (i) Re may assume that A is local. By Lemma 1.1 all we need to 
show is that A[[X]] and A[X] are mutliplicity bounded. This is trivial for 
A[[X]]. Let N be a maximal ideal of A[X]. Then A --f A[X], is a flat local 
homomorphism with regular fiber. Hence, by Theorem 2.1, p(A[X],) < p(A). 
(ii) We may assume that A is a domain. By Lemma 1.2, it is sufficient to 
show that A[X] and A[[X]] are multiplicity bounded. But, since A is multi- 
plicity bounded, this follows from Theorem 2.1 and from the fact that the 
localization of A[X] at a height one maximal ideal is a discrete valuation ring. 
The following proposition is a corollary of Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 but is 
included here because it concerns flat extensions. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let A + B be a faithfully flat homomorphism of 
Noetherian rings. If B is a bounded ring then A is also bounded. If A and B are 
two dimensional and B is Macaulay with p(B) < co then B and A are prime 
bounded. 
Proof. Suppose B is bounded. Since dim B > dim A we may assume that 
A and B are one dimensional. Let M be a maximal ideal of A. Let N be a 
prime of the same height as M lying over M. Then A, - B,,, is a flat local 
homomorphism of local rings of dimension at most one. By Lech [8], 
p(A,) < p(BN). If  N is a maximal ideal of B, then P(A~) < p(B) < co. 
If  N is not a maximal ideal of B then NC N’, a maximal ideal of B, and 
cc > p&v,) 3 p(B.v) 3 /-@,). Th us, p(A) < cc and A is bounded by 
Lemma 1.1. 
Assume that A and B are two dimensional, that B is &Iacaulay and that 
p(B) < 00. Then [lo, p. 1541, A is Macaulay. By Lemma 1.2, B is prime 
bounded, and to show that A is prime bounded it is sufficient to show that 
p(A) < co. Let 111 be a maximal ideal of A. Let N be a prime ideal lying over 
M having the same height as M. By Nagata [13, (40.1)] and Lech [8, p. 75 and 
remarks p. 631, if N’ is a maximal ideal containing N, then p(B,,,) < p(BN,). 
Since A, ---f B, is a flat local homomorphism of local rings of the same 
dimension d < 2 we have by [8], p(A,) < p(B,) < CO. 
1 Corollary 2.2 as well as Corollary 3.2 have been proved independently by 
W. Nichols. 
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3. FINITE EXTENSIONS 
We will say that a ring A is uniformly d-dimensional if all maximal ideals of 
A have height d. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A C B be uniformly d-dimensional Noetherian rings with 
B a finitely generated A-module. Then p(A) < co if and only if p(B) < GO. 
Proof. First we will show that we may reduce to the case where A and B 
are domains; so assume the result has been proved for domains. Note that the 
additivity formula [13 (23.5)] implies that if R is any uniformly d-dimensional 
Noetherian ring then p(R) < co if and only if p(R/P) < CC for all d-dimen- 
sional minimal primes P of R. Assume that p(B) < CO. Let P be a d-dimen- 
sional minimal prime of A. Let Q be a (necessarily minimal) prime of B lying 
over P, then dim Q = d and A/P C B/Q are domains satisfying the hypothesis 
of the theorem. Thus, p(B) < 00 => p(B/Q) < CO * p(A/P) < CO * 
p(A) < co. For the converse, assume that p(A) < 00. Let Q be a 
d-dimensional minimal prime of B. Then dim(Q n A) = d. Thus, 
Now we will prove the theorem with the added hypothesis that A and B are 
domains. By induction, we may assume that B = A[u]. Let K be the quotient 
field of A and let f (X) = X” + clXn-r + ... + c, be the minimal equation 
for u over K. Then A’ = A[c, ,..., c,] is a finitely generated A-module with 
the property that the conductor, (A : A’) = {x E A 1 xA’ C A}, is nonzero. 
B’ = A’[u] is a free A’-module and B’ is a finitely generated B-module with 
(B : B’) f  0. Thus, if we prove the theorem for B a finite free A-module and 
for B a finitely generated A-module with nonzero conductor the general 
result follows. 
Assume that B is a finite free A-module on n generators. Suppose that 
p(A) < 00. Let N be a maximal ideal of B and M = N n A. Then [12, 
P. 2Of4, Pi,&) < ~L~,W%J < CL~,P~B~-,+A = ~P~J&A. Suppose that 
p(B) < 03. Let M be a maximal ideal of A and N a maximal ideal of B lying 
over A, then A, + B, is a flat local homomorphism of d-dimensional local 
rings. By [S, p. 751, p(AM) < d! p(BN). 
Assume that B is a finitely generated A-module and that (A : B) = 
(a E A 1 aB _C A} is nonzero. Suppose that p(A) < co. Let N be a maximal 
ideal of B and M = N n A. Then (A : B)M = (A, : B,-,). I f  (A : B),,, = 0, 
A, = B, , so we might as well assume (A : B)M # 0. Then [12, p. 2061, 
P.A,G%,) = CLAIJMBA--M) 3 P~~JM%-,) 3 P~JMBJ 3 P~#+,,). 
Suppose that p(B) < CO. Let M be a maximal ideal of A and let N1 ,..., NC be 
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the maximal ideals of B lying over M. If  B is generated by n elements over A, 
then t < n. Assuming (A : B)l,, # 0, we have that 
Remark. If  A C B are d-dimensional Noetherian domains with B a 
finitely generated A-module or if A C B are d-dimensional Noetherian rings 
with B a finitely generated A-module and A uniformly d-dimensional then 
p(B) < co implies ~(4) < c/3 if either B is a free A-module or (A : B) # 0. 
The proof is as above with the slight modification that, if fil is a height d 
maximal ideal of A then only the height d maximal ideals of B lying over M 
are considered. 
In [6] it is proved that a finite algebra B over a bounded ring A is bounded. 
If  A C B, the converse holds. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let A C B be rings with B a$nitely generated A-module. 
Then A is bounded if and or@ ;f B is bounded. 
Proof. Under either hypothesis, A and B are Koetherian rings of dimen- 
sion at most one. Since any one dimensional Noetherian ring decomposes 
into the direct sum of a zero dimensional ring and a uniformly one dimensional 
ring, and since any zero dimensional Noetherian ring is bounded, we may 
assume that 4 and B are uniformly one dimensional. The corollary then 
follows directly from Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 1 .l. 
In [13 E 8.11 Nagata gives an example of a one dimensional Noetherian 
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domain T with Reg(Spec T) not an open set. Theorem 3.1 shows that 7’ is, 
nevertheless, a domain with bounded multiplicity since T is a finite module 
over a Dedekind domain. 
Using Theorem 3.1 we will show that a two dimensional pseudo-geometric 
domain is prime bounded if and only if its integral closure is. This is one 
case where the prime bounded property ascends and descends under a 
finute extension. Another example where the property ascends is that of a 
ring that is a finite module over a two dimensional regular domain. The 
proof of this fact is a slight modification of the proof in [16] that a two 
dimensional affine ring is prime bounded. However, the general question of 
ascent and descent of the prime bounded property for two dimensional rings 
under a finite extension is open. (The examples at the end of Section 1 indicate 
that multiplicity theory will not yield the clue to the answer.) Note that 
maximal ideals are never any problem in such an extension. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let A C B be Noetherian rings with B a jkitely generated 
A-module. There is a bound for the number of generators of the maximal ideals of 
A if and only if there exists such a bound for B. 
Proof. By induction we may assume B = A[u] g A[X]/j, where X is an 
indeterminate and / is an ideal in A[X]. I f  all maximal ideals M of A can be 
generated by n elements then all maximal ideals of B, being of the form 
(M, f)/J with f E A[X], can be generated by n + 1 elements. Conversely, 
assume that all maximal ideals of B can be generated by n elements. Let M 
be a maximal ideal of A and N a maximal ideal of B lying over M. Then 
N e (M, f )/J with f E A[X]\A. Thus, ICI z (M, f)/( f  ) and the number of 
generators of maximal ideals of A is bounded by n + j, wherej is the minimum 
number of generators for J. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A be a two dimensional pseudo-geometric domain. Let 
B be a finite A-algebra containing A with (A : B) # 0. Then A is prime 
bounded if and only ;f  B is. 
Proof. Let I i: 0 be an ideal of A. We first prove that p(A/1) < co. This 
is clear if height 1 is 2 so we assume height I is 1. Let PI ,..., Ps be the prime 
ideals of A minimal over I. Let M be a maximal ideal of A with I C M. 
We may assume height M is 2. 
&h/Id = i &%d(Ph) WdA&,),,,,, 
j=l 
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where (PA ,..., (PA are those Pi with dim(PJ, = dim AM/l,, . Kow A/P, 
has finite integral closure (A/P,)‘. Then p((A/PJ’) == 1, and, in the course 
of the proof of Theorem 3.1, we have shown that p(ajPi) < 9, where n is the 
number of generators of (A/P,)’ over /I/P,. Thus, ,u(A/I) < CO. 
Let 0 # c = (cr ,...) c,)A be the conductor of B to A, i.e., C ::: (A : B). 
Then p(A/c+4) < 03 and, since A/ciB C + BIc,B is a finite extension of at 
most one dimensional rings it follows from Theorem 3.1 that p(B/c,B) < CO. 
Assume that B is prime bounded. Then, it follows from Lemma 3.3, that 
there is an integer n such that for all prime ideals P of A with P >_ C, we have 
that U(P) < n. Let P be a prime ideal of A with Pa C. We will bound P 
locally. Let M be a maximal ideal of -4. I f  Mz C then v(PM) < nB , the 
prime bound for B. Assume MS C. Pass to A,, . There is an i such that 
ci $ P,,* . Thus, 
where ni is the bound for numbers of generators for ideals in A/c,A. Thus, 
max(n, ni + 1, nB --+ 1 ) is a bound for the number of generators of prime 
ideals in A. 
Conversely, assume A is prime bounded with prime bound nA . Then as 
above, if Q is a prime ideal of B with C C Q, there exists an integer n’ with 
a(Q) < n’. Assume C $ Q. Th en if n,’ is a bound for the number of generators 
of all ideals in B/c,B we have, as above, max(n’, n,’ + 1, n, + 1) is a bound 
for the number of generators of prime ideals in B. 
COROLLARY 3.5. TZL.O dimensional excellent rings are prime bounded. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the corollary for a two dimensional excellent 
domain A. First, suppose that A is integrally closed. Then A is Macaulay and 
p(A) < cn so A is prime bounded by Lemma 1.2. Now let A be an arbitrary 
two dimensional excellent domain with integral closure B. Then A is pseudo- 
geometric and it follows from Theorem 3.4 that A is prime bounded. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let A be a uniformly two dimensional, multiplicity bounded, 
pseudo-geometric ring. Then z4 is prime bounded. 
Proof. We may assume A is a domain. If  A is integrally closed then Zz is 
prime bounded. In general, let B be the integral closure of A. By Theorem 3.1, 
p(B) < co so B is prime bounded. By Theorem 3.4, A is prime bounded. 
Remark. From the remark following the proof of Theorem 3.1 we see that 
two dimensional excellent rings are multiplicity bounded. However, 
Bennett [3] has proved a much stronger result, namely that if A is a finite 
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dimensional excellent ring then there are only a finite number of Hilbert 
functions associated with the localizations A, , M ranging over the maximal 
ideals of A. 
In the course of the proof of Theorem 3.4 we showed that every proper 
homomorphic image of a two dimensional pseudogeometric Noetherian 
domain A is bounded. However, A itself need not be prime bounded as the 
following example shows. The example also shows that a two dimensional 
normal domain need not be prime bounded. The example is constructed as 
in Section 1. This time we use the normal domains 
R, = K[Xi > Yi , Ys"/Xi t Y?/Xi2,. . .) Y,"/Xz-'1 (xi, yi , yi2/xi,. . . , yi "/xi-l) , 
where K is an algebraically closed field (cf. [20, p. 6821) and paste together 
using Hochster’s method in [7] to form a two dimensional normal, pseudo- 
geometric Noetherian domain with no bound on the number of generators of 
maximal ideals. 
4. OVERRINGS 
We conclude the paper with a strictly one dimensional result concerning 
the multiplicity of overrrings. If  A is a domain with quotient field K, an 
overrring of A is any ring between A and K. 
THEOREhl 4.1. Let A be a one dimensional Noetherian domain and let B be 
an overring of A. Ifp(A) < m then p(B) < m. 
Before proceeding with the proof we observe the following. 
(i) Let (R, M) and (S, N) be local rings of the same dimension with 
R C S and MS = N. (For brevity, call such an extension 5’ a quasiunramified 
extension.) Then p(S) < p(R). 
(ii) I f  A is a d-dimensional Noetherian domain and B is a Noetherian 
overring, integral over A then p(B,,,) < p(ANna), where N is any height d 
maximal ideal of B (cf. [19]). For th e extension B, can be obtained from 
A Nf-lA as the composite of an extension which is a localization of a finite 
integral extension of A (for which the inequality is well known) and a quasi- 
unramified extension. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We apply Richman’s results [15] on flat overrings. 
Let A’ be the integral closure of A in B. Then by [15, Theorem 21, B is flat 
over A’. Let N be a maximal ideal of B. Let P = N n A’ and M = N n A. 
BY (ii), ~(4’) < pL(AMM). BY [15, Th eorem 31, B flat over A’ implies that 
PB = N. Thus, by (i), p(BN) < p(Ap’). 
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COROLLARY 4.2. Let A be a one dimensional domain. Let B be an ouerring 
of A. If every ideal of A can be generated by n elements then the same is true 
for B. 
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